


1. Put the headings where they belong in the text below.

[1]

When most people think about Earth, they think about land. You’ve probably spent your entire life on

land. If you look at a globe, however, you can see that there is not as much land as water. Most of the

Earth is covered by water, and most of that water is salty. Almost all of the salt water is connected into

one huge ocean. The ocean covers almost two-thirds of the Earth.

[2]

Pacific Ocean - Atlantic Ocean - Indian Ocean - Arctic Ocean

[3]

There is only one world ocean. Big pieces of land called continents divide the world ocean into parts,

but all of the parts are connected. The four major parts are called the Atlantic Ocean, the Pacific

Ocean, the Indian Ocean, and the Arctic Ocean.

Parts of some oceans are called seas. The Caribbean Sea and the Mediterranean Sea are part of the

Atlantic Ocean. The Coral Sea is part of the Pacific Ocean.

[4]

The ocean is not very deep at the beach. Water along seashores might not even cover your toes. You

can wade out into the ocean. You can stand on the bottom near a beach.

Farther out, the ocean is very deep. The deepest parts are in the Pacific Ocean. A place called the

Mariana Trench is almost 7 miles (11 kilometers) deep!

Some parts of the ocean floor are flat. Other parts have underwater mountains. The Mid-Atlantic Ridge

is a mountain range under the Atlantic Ocean. Melted rock called magma oozes up from cracks along

the Mid-Atlantic Ridge. The magma cools and makes new rock.

[5]

The ocean is freezing cold in some places and very warm in others. The Arctic Ocean near the North

Pole and the ocean in the south around Antarctica are freezing cold. You can see icebergs floating in

these oceans.

Ocean water near the equator is always warm. The equator is an imaginary line around the middle of

Earth. You can swim in the ocean near the equator all year long.

[6]
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The ocean has “rivers” of cold or warm water running through it. These “rivers” are called currents. One

of the best-known currents is the Gulf Stream. The Gulf Stream carries warm ocean water from the

equator up to the north part of the Atlantic Ocean.

Warm and cold ocean water is always moving around the world. In some places cold water comes up

from deep in the ocean. Warm water sinks down. Wind blows ocean water at the surface. Waves also

move ocean water. Changes in ocean currents can make weather changes on land. Sometimes the

changes cause mild winters in some places and lots of rainfall in other places.

[7]

The ocean is full of living creatures. The tiniest ocean creatures are plankton. Plankton drift on the

surface. The biggest ocean animal is the blue whale. The blue whale can be 80 feet (24 meters) long. It

is the biggest animal on Earth.

Many kinds of fish and shellfish live in the ocean. Your tuna sandwich comes from the tuna, a fish that

swims in the ocean. Crabs, lobsters, and shrimp crawl around on the ocean floor. Squid and octopus

dart about with their long arms and tentacles.

Different creatures live at different ocean depths. Very strange creatures live deep in the ocean where

there is no sunlight. Some deep-ocean fish glow in the dark. Some of them are blind.

[8]

Oceanographers are scientists who study the ocean. They worry about ocean pollution. Thousands of

ships carry oil and other goods across the ocean. Oil spills from ships can pollute the ocean. People

build factories close to the ocean shore. Chemicals from factories can pollute the oceans. Chemical

bug killers from farms can also drain into the ocean.

People get many things from the ocean. Fish and other food come from the ocean. It is important to

keep ocean water clean.

A. OCEANS
B. The World’s Oceans from Biggest to Smallest
C. IS OCEAN WATER WARM OR COLD?
D. WHAT LIVES IN THE OCEAN?
E. ONE OCEAN OR MANY?
F. HOW DEEP IS THE OCEAN?
G. CURRENTS IN THE OCEAN
H. PROTECTING THE OCEAN
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2. Fill in the blanks while you listen to the episode.

OCEANS

When most [1] think [2] Earth, they think about land. You’ve

probably spent your entire life on land. If you look at a globe, however, you can see that there is not as

much land as water. Most of the Earth is covered by water, and most of that water is salty. Almost all of

the salt water is connected into one huge ocean. The [3] covers almost two-thirds

of the Earth.

TheWorld’s Oceans from Biggest to Smallest

Pacific Ocean - Atlantic Ocean - Indian Ocean - Arctic Ocean

ONEOCEANORMANY?

There is only one world ocean. Big pieces of land called continents divide the world ocean into parts,

but all of the [4] are connected. The four major parts are called the Atlantic

[5] , the Pacific Ocean, the Indian Ocean, and the Arctic Ocean.

Parts of some oceans are called seas. The Caribbean Sea and the Mediterranean Sea are part of the

Atlantic Ocean. The Coral Sea is part of the Pacific Ocean.

HOWDEEP IS THEOCEAN?

The ocean is not very deep at the beach. Water along seashores [6] not even cover

your toes. You can wade out into the ocean. You can stand on the bottom near a beach.

Farther out, the ocean is very deep. The deepest parts are in the Pacific Ocean. A place

[7] the Mariana Trench is almost 7 miles (11 kilometers) deep!

Some parts of the [8] floor are flat. Other parts have underwater

[9] . The Mid-Atlantic [10] is a mountain range under the Atlantic

[11] . Melted rock called magma oozes up from cracks along the Mid-Atlantic

Ridge. The magma cools and makes new rock.

IS OCEAN [12] WARMOR COLD?

The ocean is freezing cold in some places and very warm in others. The Arctic Ocean near the North

Pole and the ocean in the south [13] Antarctica are freezing cold. You can see
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icebergs floating in these oceans.

Ocean [14] near the equator is always warm. The equator is an imaginary line

around the middle of Earth. You can swim in the ocean near the equator all year long.

CURRENTS IN THEOCEAN

The ocean has “rivers” of cold or warm water running through it. These “rivers” are called currents. One

of the best-known currents is the Gulf Stream. The Gulf Stream carries warm ocean water from the

equator up to the north part of the Atlantic Ocean.

Warm and cold ocean water is always moving around the world. In some places cold

[15] [16] up from deep in the ocean. Warm

[17] sinks down. Wind blows [18] water at the surface. Waves

also move [19] water. Changes in [20] [21]

can make weather changes on land. Sometimes the changes cause mild winters in some places and

lots of rainfall in other places.

WHAT LIVES IN THEOCEAN?

The ocean is full of living creatures. The tiniest [22] creatures are plankton.

Plankton drift on the surface. The biggest ocean animal is the blue whale. The blue whale can be 80

feet (24 [23] ) long. It is the biggest [24] on Earth.

Many kinds of fish and shellfish live in the ocean. Your tuna sandwich comes from the tuna, a fish that

swims in the ocean. Crabs, lobsters, and [25] [26] around on

the ocean floor. Squid and octopus dart about with their long arms and tentacles.

Different creatures live at different ocean depths. Very strange creatures live deep in the ocean where

there is no sunlight. Some deep-ocean fish glow in the dark. Some of them are blind.

PROTECTING THEOCEAN

Oceanographers are [27] who study the ocean. They worry about ocean pollution.

Thousands of ships [28] oil and [29] goods

[30] the ocean. Oil spills from ships can pollute the ocean. People build factories

close to the ocean shore. Chemicals from factories can pollute the oceans. Chemical bug killers from

farms can also drain into the ocean.

People get many things from the ocean. Fish and other food come from the ocean. It is important to

keep ocean water [31] .
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A. around B. WATER C. Ocean D. ocean
E. Ridge F. ocean G. currents H. shrimp
I. people J. across K. crawl L. carry
M. might N. water O. clean P. water
Q. other R. ocean S. comes T. water
U. ocean V. scientists W. mountains X. Ocean
Y. about Z. ocean AA. meters BB. called

CC. ocean DD. animal EE. parts
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3. Fill in the blanks while you listen to the episode.

OCEANS

When most people think [1] [2] , they think

[3] land. [4] [5] [6] your

[7] life on land. If you look at a globe, however, you can see that there is not as much

land as water. Most of the Earth is [8] by water, and most of that water is

[9] . [10] all of the salt [11] is connected into

one huge [12] . The ocean covers almost two-thirds of the [13] .

The [14] Oceans from Biggest to [15]

[16] Ocean - [17] [18] - Indian Ocean -

[19] [20]

ONEOCEANORMANY?

There is only one world ocean. Big pieces of land called continents divide the world

[21] into [22] , but all of the parts are connected. The four major

parts are [23] the Atlantic Ocean, the Pacific Ocean, the Indian

[24] , and the Arctic Ocean.

[25] of some oceans are called seas. The Caribbean Sea and the

[26] Sea are part of the [27] Ocean. The [28]

Sea is part of the Pacific Ocean.

HOWDEEP IS THE [29] ?

The ocean is not very deep at the [30] . [31]

[32] seashores [33] not even [34] your

toes. You can wade out into the [35] . You can stand on the bottom near a beach.

[36] out, the ocean is very deep. The deepest parts are in the Pacific Ocean. A

place called the Mariana [37] is almost 7 miles (11 kilometers) deep!

Some [38] of the [39] floor are flat. Other parts have

underwater [40] . The Mid-Atlantic [41] is a mountain range

under the [42] Ocean. Melted rock called magma oozes up from
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[43] along the Mid-Atlantic Ridge. The [44] cools and

[45] new rock.

IS [46] [47] WARMOR COLD?

The [48] is freezing cold in some places and very warm in others. The

[49] Ocean near the North Pole and the [50] in the south around

Antarctica are freezing cold. You can see [51] floating in [52]

[53] .

Ocean [54] near the equator is always warm. The equator is an imaginary line

[55] the middle of Earth. You can swim in the ocean near the

[56] all year long.

CURRENTS IN THEOCEAN

The ocean has “rivers” of cold or warm water running through it. These “rivers” are called currents. One

of the best-known currents is the Gulf Stream. The Gulf Stream carries warm [57]

[58] from the equator up to the north part of the Atlantic Ocean.

Warm and cold ocean water is always [59] around the world. In some places cold

water comes up from deep in the ocean. Warm water sinks down. Wind blows ocean water at the

surface. [60] also move [61] [62] .

Changes in ocean currents can make weather [63] on land. Sometimes the

[64] cause mild winters in some places and lots of [65] in other

[66] .

WHAT LIVES IN THEOCEAN?

The ocean is full of living [67] . The tiniest ocean creatures are

[68] . [69] drift on the surface. The biggest

[70] animal is the blue whale. The blue [71] can be 80 feet (24

[72] ) long. It is the biggest animal on Earth.

Many [73] of fish and shellfish live in the ocean. Your tuna sandwich comes from the

tuna, a fish that swims in the ocean. Crabs, [74] , and shrimp crawl around on the

ocean floor. Squid and octopus dart [75] with their long arms and tentacles.

Different creatures live at different ocean depths. Very [76] creatures live deep in

the ocean where [77] is no sunlight. Some deep-ocean fish glow in the dark. Some
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of them are blind.

PROTECTING THE [78]

[79] are [80] who study the [81] . They worry

[82] [83] [84] . Thousands of ships carry oil

and other [85] across the ocean. Oil spills from ships can [86]

the ocean. People build factories close to the [87] [88] .

Chemicals from factories can pollute the [89] . Chemical bug killers from

[90] can also [91] into the ocean.

People get many [92] from the ocean. Fish and other food come from the ocean. It

is important to keep ocean water clean.
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4. In each line of text below there is one word that has been misspelled. Circle the
misspelled word and then write the correct spelling of the word on the line on the right
side of the page.

OWEANS 1.
When most people thinnk about Earth, they think about land. You’ve 2.
probably spent your entire life on lannd. If you look at a globe, however, 3.
you can see that there is not az much land as water. Most of the Earth is 4.
covered by water, and most of that water is salty. Almost all of tha salt 5.
water is connected intwo one huge ocean. The ocean covers almost two- 6.
thirds of tha Earth. 7.
Th World’s Oceans from Biggest to Smallest 8.
Pacific Ocean - Atlantic Ocean - Indiane Ocean - Arctic Ocean 9.
ONE OCEAN ORE MANY? 10.
Thire is only one world ocean. Big pieces of land called continents divide 11.
the world ocean into perts, but all of the parts are connected. The four 12.
major parts are called the Atlantic Ocean, the Pacifec Ocean, the Indian 13.
Ocain, and the Arctic Ocean. 14.
Parts of some oceans are called seas. The Caribbeag Sea and the 15.
Medeterranean Sea are part of the Atlantic Ocean. The Coral Sea is part 16.
of the Pacific Ocen. 17.
HOWDEEP IS THE OCEANE? 18.
The ocean is not very deep at tha beach. Water along seashores might 19.
not even cover your toes. You can wade out into the ocain. You can 20.
stand one the bottom near a beach. 21.
Farther out, the ocean is very deep. The deepest parts our in the Pacific 22.
Ocean. A place called the Mariana Trench is almost 7 milles (11 23.
kilometers) deap! 24.
Some parts of the ocean floor are flat. Other parts have undirwatir 25.
mountains. The Mid-Atlantic Ridge is a mountain range undir the 26.
Atlantic Ocean. Melted rock called magma oozes up frome cracks along 27.
the Mid-Atlantic Ridge. The magma cools end makes new rock. 28.
US OCEANWATERWARMOR COLD? 29.
The ocean is freezing cold in some places and viry warm in others. The 30.
Arctic Ocen near the North Pole and the ocean in the south around 31.
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Antarctica are freezing cold. You can see icebergs floating in theis 32.
ocens. 33.
Ocean water near the equator is always warm. The equator is a 34.
imaginary lin around the middle of Earth. You can swim in the ocean 35.
near the eqwator all year long. 36.
CURRENTS INE THE OCEAN 37.
The ocean has “rivers” of cold or warm water running through et. These 38.
“rivers” our called currents. One of the best-known currents is the Gulf 39.
Stream. The Gulf Stream carrys warm ocean water from the equator up 40.
to the nerth part of the Atlantic Ocean. 41.
Warm and cold ocean watre is always moving around the world. In 42.
some places cold water comes up frome deep in the ocean. Warm water 43.
sinks down. Wind blows ocean water at the surface. Waves also mov 44.
ocean water. Changes in ocean currents kan make weather changes on 45.
land. Sometimes the changes cause mild wintirs in some places and lots 46.
off rainfall in other places. 47.
WHIT LIVES IN THE OCEAN? 48.
The ocean is full of living creatures. The tiniest ocean creatures our 49.
plankton. Plankton drift on tha surface. The biggest ocean animal is the 50.
blue whale. The blue whale can be 80 fet (24 meters) long. It is the 51.
biggest animal one Earth. 52.
Many kends of fish and shellfish live in the ocean. Your tuna sandwich 53.
comes frome the tuna, a fish that swims in the ocean. Crabs, lobsters, and 54.
shrimp crawl around one the ocean floor. Squid and octopus dart about 55.
with their long arms and teftacles. 56.
Different creatures live at different ocean dipths. Very strange creatures 57.
live deep in the ocean where there is no sunlight. Som deep-ocean fish 58.
glow in the dark. Som of them are blind. 59.
PROTECTINGE THE OCEAN 60.
Oceanographers are scientists who study tha ocean. They worry about 61.
acean pollution. Thousands of ships carry oil and other goods across the 62.
ocean. Oil spills from ships can pollute the ocean. People build facteries 63.
close to the ocean shore. Chemicals from factories can pollut the 64.
oceans. Chemical bug killers from farms can also dran into the ocean. 65.
Popl get many things from the ocean. Fish and other food come from 66.
the acean. It is important to keep ocean water clean. 67.



1. Put the headings where they belong in the text below.

[1] OCEANS

When most people think about Earth, they think about land. You’ve probably spent your entire life on

land. If you look at a globe, however, you can see that there is not as much land as water. Most of the

Earth is covered by water, and most of that water is salty. Almost all of the salt water is connected into

one huge ocean. The ocean covers almost two-thirds of the Earth.

[2] TheWorld’s Oceans from Biggest to Smallest

Pacific Ocean - Atlantic Ocean - Indian Ocean - Arctic Ocean

[3] ONEOCEANORMANY?

There is only one world ocean. Big pieces of land called continents divide the world ocean into parts,

but all of the parts are connected. The four major parts are called the Atlantic Ocean, the Pacific

Ocean, the Indian Ocean, and the Arctic Ocean.

Parts of some oceans are called seas. The Caribbean Sea and the Mediterranean Sea are part of the

Atlantic Ocean. The Coral Sea is part of the Pacific Ocean.

[4] HOWDEEP IS THEOCEAN?

The ocean is not very deep at the beach. Water along seashores might not even cover your toes. You

can wade out into the ocean. You can stand on the bottom near a beach.

Farther out, the ocean is very deep. The deepest parts are in the Pacific Ocean. A place called the

Mariana Trench is almost 7 miles (11 kilometers) deep!

Some parts of the ocean floor are flat. Other parts have underwater mountains. The Mid-Atlantic Ridge

is a mountain range under the Atlantic Ocean. Melted rock called magma oozes up from cracks along

the Mid-Atlantic Ridge. The magma cools and makes new rock.

[5] IS OCEANWATERWARMOR COLD?

The ocean is freezing cold in some places and very warm in others. The Arctic Ocean near the North

Pole and the ocean in the south around Antarctica are freezing cold. You can see icebergs floating in

these oceans.

Ocean water near the equator is always warm. The equator is an imaginary line around the middle of

Earth. You can swim in the ocean near the equator all year long.

[6] CURRENTS IN THEOCEAN
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The ocean has “rivers” of cold or warm water running through it. These “rivers” are called currents. One

of the best-known currents is the Gulf Stream. The Gulf Stream carries warm ocean water from the

equator up to the north part of the Atlantic Ocean.

Warm and cold ocean water is always moving around the world. In some places cold water comes up

from deep in the ocean. Warm water sinks down. Wind blows ocean water at the surface. Waves also

move ocean water. Changes in ocean currents can make weather changes on land. Sometimes the

changes cause mild winters in some places and lots of rainfall in other places.

[7] WHAT LIVES IN THEOCEAN?

The ocean is full of living creatures. The tiniest ocean creatures are plankton. Plankton drift on the

surface. The biggest ocean animal is the blue whale. The blue whale can be 80 feet (24 meters) long. It

is the biggest animal on Earth.

Many kinds of fish and shellfish live in the ocean. Your tuna sandwich comes from the tuna, a fish that

swims in the ocean. Crabs, lobsters, and shrimp crawl around on the ocean floor. Squid and octopus

dart about with their long arms and tentacles.

Different creatures live at different ocean depths. Very strange creatures live deep in the ocean where

there is no sunlight. Some deep-ocean fish glow in the dark. Some of them are blind.

[8] PROTECTING THEOCEAN

Oceanographers are scientists who study the ocean. They worry about ocean pollution. Thousands of

ships carry oil and other goods across the ocean. Oil spills from ships can pollute the ocean. People

build factories close to the ocean shore. Chemicals from factories can pollute the oceans. Chemical

bug killers from farms can also drain into the ocean.

People get many things from the ocean. Fish and other food come from the ocean. It is important to

keep ocean water clean.

A. OCEANS
B. The World’s Oceans from Biggest to Smallest
C. IS OCEAN WATER WARM OR COLD?
D. WHAT LIVES IN THE OCEAN?
E. ONE OCEAN OR MANY?
F. HOW DEEP IS THE OCEAN?
G. CURRENTS IN THE OCEAN
H. PROTECTING THE OCEAN
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2. Fill in the blanks while you listen to the episode.

OCEANS

When most [1] people think [2] about Earth, they think about land. You’ve

probably spent your entire life on land. If you look at a globe, however, you can see that there is not as

much land as water. Most of the Earth is covered by water, and most of that water is salty. Almost all of

the salt water is connected into one huge ocean. The [3] ocean covers almost two-thirds

of the Earth.

TheWorld’s Oceans from Biggest to Smallest

Pacific Ocean - Atlantic Ocean - Indian Ocean - Arctic Ocean

ONEOCEANORMANY?

There is only one world ocean. Big pieces of land called continents divide the world ocean into parts,

but all of the [4] parts are connected. The four major parts are called the Atlantic

[5] Ocean , the Pacific Ocean, the Indian Ocean, and the Arctic Ocean.

Parts of some oceans are called seas. The Caribbean Sea and the Mediterranean Sea are part of the

Atlantic Ocean. The Coral Sea is part of the Pacific Ocean.

HOWDEEP IS THEOCEAN?

The ocean is not very deep at the beach. Water along seashores [6] might not even cover

your toes. You can wade out into the ocean. You can stand on the bottom near a beach.

Farther out, the ocean is very deep. The deepest parts are in the Pacific Ocean. A place

[7] called the Mariana Trench is almost 7 miles (11 kilometers) deep!

Some parts of the [8] ocean floor are flat. Other parts have underwater

[9] mountains . The Mid-Atlantic [10] Ridge is a mountain range under the Atlantic

[11] Ocean . Melted rock called magma oozes up from cracks along the Mid-Atlantic

Ridge. The magma cools and makes new rock.

IS OCEAN [12] WATER WARMOR COLD?

The ocean is freezing cold in some places and very warm in others. The Arctic Ocean near the North

Pole and the ocean in the south [13] around Antarctica are freezing cold. You can see
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icebergs floating in these oceans.

Ocean [14] water near the equator is always warm. The equator is an imaginary line

around the middle of Earth. You can swim in the ocean near the equator all year long.

CURRENTS IN THEOCEAN

The ocean has “rivers” of cold or warm water running through it. These “rivers” are called currents. One

of the best-known currents is the Gulf Stream. The Gulf Stream carries warm ocean water from the

equator up to the north part of the Atlantic Ocean.

Warm and cold ocean water is always moving around the world. In some places cold

[15] water [16] comes up from deep in the ocean. Warm

[17] water sinks down. Wind blows [18] ocean water at the surface. Waves

also move [19] ocean water. Changes in [20] ocean [21] currents

can make weather changes on land. Sometimes the changes cause mild winters in some places and

lots of rainfall in other places.

WHAT LIVES IN THEOCEAN?

The ocean is full of living creatures. The tiniest [22] ocean creatures are plankton.

Plankton drift on the surface. The biggest ocean animal is the blue whale. The blue whale can be 80

feet (24 [23] meters ) long. It is the biggest [24] animal on Earth.

Many kinds of fish and shellfish live in the ocean. Your tuna sandwich comes from the tuna, a fish that

swims in the ocean. Crabs, lobsters, and [25] shrimp [26] crawl around on

the ocean floor. Squid and octopus dart about with their long arms and tentacles.

Different creatures live at different ocean depths. Very strange creatures live deep in the ocean where

there is no sunlight. Some deep-ocean fish glow in the dark. Some of them are blind.

PROTECTING THEOCEAN

Oceanographers are [27] scientists who study the ocean. They worry about ocean pollution.

Thousands of ships [28] carry oil and [29] other goods

[30] across the ocean. Oil spills from ships can pollute the ocean. People build factories

close to the ocean shore. Chemicals from factories can pollute the oceans. Chemical bug killers from

farms can also drain into the ocean.

People get many things from the ocean. Fish and other food come from the ocean. It is important to

keep ocean water [31] clean .
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A. around B. WATER C. Ocean D. ocean
E. Ridge F. ocean G. currents H. shrimp
I. people J. across K. crawl L. carry
M. might N. water O. clean P. water
Q. other R. ocean S. comes T. water
U. ocean V. scientists W. mountains X. Ocean
Y. about Z. ocean AA. meters BB. called

CC. ocean DD. animal EE. parts
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3. Fill in the blanks while you listen to the episode.

OCEANS

When most people think [1] about [2] Earth , they think

[3] about land. [4] You’ve [5] probably [6] spent your

[7] entire life on land. If you look at a globe, however, you can see that there is not as much

land as water. Most of the Earth is [8] covered by water, and most of that water is

[9] salty . [10] Almost all of the salt [11] water is connected into

one huge [12] ocean . The ocean covers almost two-thirds of the [13] Earth .

The [14] World’s Oceans from Biggest to [15] Smallest

[16] Pacific Ocean - [17] Atlantic [18] Ocean - Indian Ocean -

[19] Arctic [20] Ocean

ONEOCEANORMANY?

There is only one world ocean. Big pieces of land called continents divide the world

[21] ocean into [22] parts , but all of the parts are connected. The four major

parts are [23] called the Atlantic Ocean, the Pacific Ocean, the Indian

[24] Ocean , and the Arctic Ocean.

[25] Parts of some oceans are called seas. The Caribbean Sea and the

[26] Mediterranean Sea are part of the [27] Atlantic Ocean. The [28] Coral

Sea is part of the Pacific Ocean.

HOWDEEP IS THE [29] OCEAN ?

The ocean is not very deep at the [30] beach . [31] Water

[32] along seashores [33] might not even [34] cover your

toes. You can wade out into the [35] ocean . You can stand on the bottom near a beach.

[36] Farther out, the ocean is very deep. The deepest parts are in the Pacific Ocean. A

place called the Mariana [37] Trench is almost 7 miles (11 kilometers) deep!

Some [38] parts of the [39] ocean floor are flat. Other parts have

underwater [40] mountains . The Mid-Atlantic [41] Ridge is a mountain range

under the [42] Atlantic Ocean. Melted rock called magma oozes up from
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[43] cracks along the Mid-Atlantic Ridge. The [44] magma cools and

[45] makes new rock.

IS [46] OCEAN [47] WATER WARMOR COLD?

The [48] ocean is freezing cold in some places and very warm in others. The

[49] Arctic Ocean near the North Pole and the [50] ocean in the south around

Antarctica are freezing cold. You can see [51] icebergs floating in [52] these

[53] oceans .

Ocean [54] water near the equator is always warm. The equator is an imaginary line

[55] around the middle of Earth. You can swim in the ocean near the

[56] equator all year long.

CURRENTS IN THEOCEAN

The ocean has “rivers” of cold or warm water running through it. These “rivers” are called currents. One

of the best-known currents is the Gulf Stream. The Gulf Stream carries warm [57] ocean

[58] water from the equator up to the north part of the Atlantic Ocean.

Warm and cold ocean water is always [59] moving around the world. In some places cold

water comes up from deep in the ocean. Warm water sinks down. Wind blows ocean water at the

surface. [60] Waves also move [61] ocean [62] water .

Changes in ocean currents can make weather [63] changes on land. Sometimes the

[64] changes cause mild winters in some places and lots of [65] rainfall in other

[66] places .

WHAT LIVES IN THEOCEAN?

The ocean is full of living [67] creatures . The tiniest ocean creatures are

[68] plankton . [69] Plankton drift on the surface. The biggest

[70] ocean animal is the blue whale. The blue [71] whale can be 80 feet (24

[72] meters ) long. It is the biggest animal on Earth.

Many [73] kinds of fish and shellfish live in the ocean. Your tuna sandwich comes from the

tuna, a fish that swims in the ocean. Crabs, [74] lobsters , and shrimp crawl around on the

ocean floor. Squid and octopus dart [75] about with their long arms and tentacles.

Different creatures live at different ocean depths. Very [76] strange creatures live deep in

the ocean where [77] there is no sunlight. Some deep-ocean fish glow in the dark. Some
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of them are blind.

PROTECTING THE [78] OCEAN

[79] Oceanographers are [80] scientists who study the [81] ocean . They worry

[82] about [83] ocean [84] pollution . Thousands of ships carry oil

and other [85] goods across the ocean. Oil spills from ships can [86] pollute

the ocean. People build factories close to the [87] ocean [88] shore .

Chemicals from factories can pollute the [89] oceans . Chemical bug killers from

[90] farms can also [91] drain into the ocean.

People get many [92] things from the ocean. Fish and other food come from the ocean. It

is important to keep ocean water clean.
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4. In each line of text below there is one word that has been misspelled. Circle the
misspelled word and then write the correct spelling of the word on the line on the right
side of the page.

OWEANS 1. OCEANS
When most people thinnk about Earth, they think about land. You’ve 2. think
probably spent your entire life on lannd. If you look at a globe, however, 3. land
you can see that there is not az much land as water. Most of the Earth is 4. as
covered by water, and most of that water is salty. Almost all of tha salt 5. the
water is connected intwo one huge ocean. The ocean covers almost two- 6. into
thirds of tha Earth. 7. the
Th World’s Oceans from Biggest to Smallest 8. The
Pacific Ocean - Atlantic Ocean - Indiane Ocean - Arctic Ocean 9. Indian
ONE OCEAN ORE MANY? 10. OR
Thire is only one world ocean. Big pieces of land called continents divide 11. There
the world ocean into perts, but all of the parts are connected. The four 12. parts
major parts are called the Atlantic Ocean, the Pacifec Ocean, the Indian 13. Pacific
Ocain, and the Arctic Ocean. 14. Ocean
Parts of some oceans are called seas. The Caribbeag Sea and the 15. Caribbean
Medeterranean Sea are part of the Atlantic Ocean. The Coral Sea is part 16. Mediterranean
of the Pacific Ocen. 17. Ocean
HOWDEEP IS THE OCEANE? 18. OCEAN
The ocean is not very deep at tha beach. Water along seashores might 19. the
not even cover your toes. You can wade out into the ocain. You can 20. ocean
stand one the bottom near a beach. 21. on
Farther out, the ocean is very deep. The deepest parts our in the Pacific 22. are
Ocean. A place called the Mariana Trench is almost 7 milles (11 23. miles
kilometers) deap! 24. deep
Some parts of the ocean floor are flat. Other parts have undirwatir 25. underwater
mountains. The Mid-Atlantic Ridge is a mountain range undir the 26. under
Atlantic Ocean. Melted rock called magma oozes up frome cracks along 27. from
the Mid-Atlantic Ridge. The magma cools end makes new rock. 28. and
US OCEANWATERWARMOR COLD? 29. IS
The ocean is freezing cold in some places and viry warm in others. The 30. very
Arctic Ocen near the North Pole and the ocean in the south around 31. Ocean
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Antarctica are freezing cold. You can see icebergs floating in theis 32. these
ocens. 33. oceans
Ocean water near the equator is always warm. The equator is a 34. an
imaginary lin around the middle of Earth. You can swim in the ocean 35. line
near the eqwator all year long. 36. equator
CURRENTS INE THE OCEAN 37. IN
The ocean has “rivers” of cold or warm water running through et. These 38. it
“rivers” our called currents. One of the best-known currents is the Gulf 39. are
Stream. The Gulf Stream carrys warm ocean water from the equator up 40. carries
to the nerth part of the Atlantic Ocean. 41. north
Warm and cold ocean watre is always moving around the world. In 42. water
some places cold water comes up frome deep in the ocean. Warm water 43. from
sinks down. Wind blows ocean water at the surface. Waves also mov 44. move
ocean water. Changes in ocean currents kan make weather changes on 45. can
land. Sometimes the changes cause mild wintirs in some places and lots 46. winters
off rainfall in other places. 47. of
WHIT LIVES IN THE OCEAN? 48. WHAT
The ocean is full of living creatures. The tiniest ocean creatures our 49. are
plankton. Plankton drift on tha surface. The biggest ocean animal is the 50. the
blue whale. The blue whale can be 80 fet (24 meters) long. It is the 51. feet
biggest animal one Earth. 52. on
Many kends of fish and shellfish live in the ocean. Your tuna sandwich 53. kinds
comes frome the tuna, a fish that swims in the ocean. Crabs, lobsters, and 54. from
shrimp crawl around one the ocean floor. Squid and octopus dart about 55. on
with their long arms and teftacles. 56. tentacles
Different creatures live at different ocean dipths. Very strange creatures 57. depths
live deep in the ocean where there is no sunlight. Som deep-ocean fish 58. Some
glow in the dark. Som of them are blind. 59. Some
PROTECTINGE THE OCEAN 60. PROTECTING
Oceanographers are scientists who study tha ocean. They worry about 61. the
acean pollution. Thousands of ships carry oil and other goods across the 62. ocean
ocean. Oil spills from ships can pollute the ocean. People build facteries 63. factories
close to the ocean shore. Chemicals from factories can pollut the 64. pollute
oceans. Chemical bug killers from farms can also dran into the ocean. 65. drain
Popl get many things from the ocean. Fish and other food come from 66. People
the acean. It is important to keep ocean water clean. 67. ocean
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